Corroboration of computational models for mechanoregulated stem cell differentiation.
Do computational models contribute to progress in mechanobiology? Jacobs and Kelly (in Advances on Modelling in Tissue Engineering, p. 1-14, 2011) suggest that they do, but at the same time propose a limitation in the form of the 'paradox of validation', whereby the information needed to validate mechanoregulation theories obviates the need for them in the first place. In this article, the corroboration of theories describing mechanoregulation of tissue differentiation is reviewed. Considering the falsifiability of computational models derived using the theories as a measure of their predictive power, it is shown that the predictive power of some theories is poor and that models based on these theories fall into the 'paradox of validation'. Week theories for any phenomenon would succumb to such a paradox. We argue that mechanobiology needs theories that can have more potentially falsifying experiments and that perhaps the discipline does suffer from theories that are a priori designed to minimise falsifiability. However, several theories do have predictive power beyond the data used to validate them, so a paradox of validation should disappear as the subject develops.